2022 EXTRA Play Tryouts
Second Round Week of 12/13 through 12/17
Region 84 EXTRA Play Tryouts
Interested in your child competing at a higher level?
The EXTRA Play Program is an AYSO program for 9U - 14U aged
teams to train and compete at a higher level during the Fall
season. Every year, players attend tryouts for the opportunity to
showcase their skills in order to be selected to play on a Region
84 EXTRA Play team. The EXTRA Play program in Region 84 has a
proven reputation to provide an incredible environment for player
development, the 6th philosophy of AYSO. Teams are formed at
each age division for boys and girls, with single-year division based
off the player's birth year, starting at the 9U division, and including
10U, 11U, 12U, 13U, and 14U aged players. In fact, it's proven that
some players who are currently playing on high school teams, even
including some players who are playing at the collegiate level have
come from our AYSO Region 84 EXTRA Play program!!
The second round of tryouts will be the week of December 13-17 and
will take place at Gilleran Park. The address is 24960 Felipe Road.
Please download, print, fill-out and BRING the Player Application
Form (If you were at the first tryout, this is NOT necessary) which
can be found at www.ayso84.org. Tryouts will start promptly on time,
so please plan to arrive early for check-in.
Note that you are welcome to attend the second tryout, even if
you did not attend the first tryout.
2nd ROUND:
Monday 12/13

5:00-6:15 G14U (2009)
6:30-7:45 B11U (2012)

Tuesday 12/14

4:00-5:15 B10U (2013)
5:30-6:45 G12U (2011)
7:00-8:15 B14U (2009)

Wednesday 12/15

5:00-6:15 B9U (2014)
6:30-7:45 B12U (2011)

Thursday 12/16

4:00-5:15 G9U (2014)
5:30-6:45 G11U (2012)
7:00-8:15 B13U (2010)

Friday 12/17

5:00-6:15 G10U (2013)
6:30-7:45 G13U (2010)

We will have a third round tentatively scheduled for midJanuary. Dates and times TBD.
Player Eligibility: Open to ALL players who wish to play higher level
competitive soccer during the Fall 2022 season. (Players selected
to Fall 2022 EP rosters are committed to playing on only 1 sports
team during the Fall season. A player is not permitted to play on
another soccer team while committed to their EP team.)
What to Bring: Proper soccer attire, including shin guards, water, a
soccer ball, and player application form (if not already submitted).
EXTRA Play Fee: If your player is selected and accepts a position on
an EXTRA Play team in Region 84, there is an additional
"EXTRA Play Fee" (EPF) that is due at the Player/Parent Orientation
Meeting held in Mid-May 2022. The EPF is in addition to a player's
normal registration fee, where each player is provided a higher level
of competition, weekly professional trainers for each team,
guaranteed playing time, individual training, professional match and
player evaluations throughout the Fall 2022 season, enhanced
specialized uniforms and team training shirts and/or jackets.(In
addition, each player is expected to register with AYSO Region 84
for the Fall 2022 sesason during open registration.
If your son or daughter has the desire and skill-set to play at a higher
level while staying within the framework and philosophies of AYSO,
then we encourage you to come try it out.

GREAT SOCCER IS HERE!!!!

